Spatial Analysis
In recent years, archaeologists have increasingly applied formal techniques of spatial analysis to the interpretation of cultural remains. One useful concept of this type is access analysis, which focuses on the ease or difficulty with which people move through buildings and into important rooms. Techniques have been developed that allow buildings to be more easily compared, including the reduction of plans to "justified access maps' and formulas for comparing quantitative measurements. Despite the objective appearance of the results these techniques yield, their application often requires subjective judgments. (It is not always clear, for example, what constitutes a "room.") Moreover, these techniques have principally been applied to houses, and their usefulness in analyzing symbolic spaces, such as mortuary or religious buildings, is less well established.
For an initial application of spatial analysis to early Old Kingdom mortuary architecture, these difficulties can be avoided by using a comparative approach, relating changes in the accessibility of mortuary architecture to the relatively static patterns in contemporary nonmortuary spaces. Based loosely on the same criteria as the more quantitative approach, such comparisons allow distinctively Egyptian spatial patterns and architectural forms to be considered. Although this approach is explicitly A possible exception to this tendency is the compound of thirty, largely contiguous, room-groups at Qasr es-Saga (Joachim Sliwa, "Die Siedlung des Mittlern Reiches bei Qasr el-Sagha," MDAIK 48 [1992] , 177-91). Despite the quantities of ash, fishbones, and animal bones they contained, however, these room groups seem unlikely to have been primarily domestic spaces. The five identical, narrow rooms opening off each courtyard resemble storerooms in their proportions (their dimensions are 2.1 x 7.9 m). These rooms were carefully fitted with doors, but there are no doorpost emplacements for the "courtyard" which was entered directly from the street, and its built-in features (benches and raised round platforms) suggest industrial activity of some kind. houses, the desire for closedness resulted in "baffle" walls at the entrance that obscured the interior and forced the visitor to walk in an S-shaped curve. The visitor was then normally led well into the house, and had to double back to reach the functional rooms, sometimes reversing direction several times to reach the most private spaces. Access to the individual rooms within houses was limited, but in some cases parallel or encircling hallways provided second entrances. The purpose of this extravagant waste of space was probably to allow different classes of people within the house (residents and visitors, or masters and servants, or men and women) to pass between the rooms without encountering one another. Another indication of closedness is the frequency with which a small room adjoined the inner vestibule, from which a servant could control access to the house.
The closed pattern in large houses was already well established by the end of the Fourth Dynasty, as exemplified by the "priests' houses" along the causeway leading to the cultivation from the tomb of Queen Khentkawes.12 From the south, the houses could not be entered directly from the causeway, but only from a parallel private path accessible through doors offset from the house doors. There, a baffle wall immediately confronted the visitor, who had to turn left, then right, then proceed along a corridor past a small room and into an open court toward the back (north) of the house. To the south of the court was an area with a hearth and ovens, and to the southwest lay a long room that may have been the principal public room. Opening off the latter to the west were two consecutive rooms probably restricted to the family and used partly for sleeping. To the north of the public room was the largest room in the house. It was often subdivided or filled with store jars; it may have been used to store and distribute commodities as part of the occupant's professional activity. It had a separate entrance (taken to be the principal one by the excavator) that led past a small room to a private back street, to which access also seems to have been controlled.
There O'Connor has recently suggested that the early temples at Elephantine and Medamud were peripheral to more important temples at those sites, and that the temples at Hierakonpolis and Abydos were Sixth Dynasty ka-chapels, again attached to more important, but undiscovered, shrines nearby. He has also noted a significant similarity between the temple enclosure of Hierakonpolis (with entrances at the east end of the north wall and the south end of the east wall and enclosing a stone-faced, off-center mound) and the royal funerary enclosures on the plain west of Abydos as he has previously20 reconstructed them. On this basis, he has suggested that such enclosures represent the standard form of early temples, and he believes that a temple of this shape is to be restored inside the town wall at Abydos as the site's principal temple.
Other interpretations of this similarity are possible. East of the Horus temple enclosure is a "palace" gateway, located at the east end of a northern wall, with deposits of sand (like that in the Horus temple mound) to the south. O'Connor has identified these elements as parts of a second enclosure of the same type. Since it is unlikely that two large temple enclosures would be built so close together, and since Horus is not later paired with another deity at this site, it seems more plausible to interpret both of these Hierakonpolis enclosures as the funerary enclosures of early kings. The relative position of the two enclosures and their relationship to the Nile would not be unlike that of the Abydos enclosures. Since not all of the kings buried on the Umm el-Qab at Abydos were represented on the plain, perhaps some of them had funerary enclosures that served as their cult places at Hierakonpolis. Alternatively, these enclosures could have belonged to rulers centered at Hierakonpolis, as precursors, or rivals, or subordinates of the Thinite kings. The later character of the western enclosure as a cult place of Horus might derive from the assimilation of its royal owner and that god, just as the tomb of Djer was in the Eighteenth Dynasty thought to be the tomb of Osiris.2 If so, it is hardly likely to have represented the standard temple plan.
Whatever the importance of the early shrine of Satet at Elephantine, it was unarguably a divine cult place of the Archaic Period, since the principal temples of later periods were built directly above it; and the Medamoud structure must also have been a temple for the same reason. These shrines resemble the small shrines of the Djoser complex in their openness. Iconographic evidence suggests that barriers at the temple entrance were largely symbolic: only a small picket gate was shown in front of archaic temples in hieroglyphic signs, presumably the same that is replicated in stone in the shrines surrounding the jubilee court in the Djoser complex.
Religious rituals are notoriously conservative, and one would want far more evidence than exists to postulate a major change in them; consequently the buildings in which they were performed probably had the same access patterns in earlier periods as they did later. For example, in later periods, gods were frequently carried forth to take part in public ceremonies, and their passage through their temples was likened to the passage of the sun across the sky. 
Private Tombs
Both before and after the beginning of the Fourth Dynasty, the best attested type of mortuary architecture is the private tomb. The large private tombs of the Second and Third Dynasties at Saqqara and elsewhere were viewed literally as houses of the dead, and their substructures sometimes contained quintessentially domestic features (see fig. 4a -c). These substructures were normally entered by a stairway from the north or east, leading to a corridor that ran south under the long axis of the overlying mastaba, periodically blocked by portcullis stones. The corridor usually ended in a large room, to the west of which was the burial chamber, where in some tombs a raised burial platform mimicked the bed platform found in bedrooms of private houses. (The rooms with bed platforms at Kahun and the rooms assumed to be private sleeping quarters in the Khentkawes houses were also to the west.) To the east of the end room was a more complex group of rooms, among them usually one containing a model latrine and another, north of it, containing an emplacement for water jars. This latter room often had a separate second entrance from a vestibule north of the end room, perhaps a "service passage," like those seen in later private houses. These rooms probably also duplicated the living quarters of the tomb owner.
Both along the axial approach to the inner suite of rooms and in the body of the overlying superstructure, these tombs contained storage areas. First Dynasty tombs at Saqqara also stored grave goods both above and below ground, and the tradition seems to have continued into the Third Dynasty.
The rectangular mastaba massif of the Saqqara superstructures also continued the older tradition. It was oriented with its long axis running north to south, and it was usually provided with a niched facade or isolated niches on its eastern face. The cult focus, either one of these niches or a recessed cruciform chapel, was cut into the body of the mastaba, and seems initially to have been open to a direct approach. In fact, however, these chapels were typically approached by extremely complex paths created by walls and rooms outside the body of the mastaba (see fig. 5a ). The approach often ran along the facade and then twisted around earlier structures and the mastaba' s own rooms and serdabs. The path could branch several times before reaching the cult place, so that a stranger approaching it might easily be lost. The large tombs that now lack these complex exterior approaches tend to be in areas where the secondary shafts are thickest, so it is likely 26 See Quibell's plan, ibid., pls. 1 and 2. that such complex approaches were more common than their survival indicates.
The decoration of the chapels of Third Dynasty tombs was normally limited to the stela with the table scene and other representations of the deceased. Women and men apparently had their own cult places. If the tomb of HesyRe was typical, chapels that were more extensively decorated added representations of food and equipment, doubtless very like the supplies that filled the numerous storerooms, and geometrical motifs on the niched facade. Servants and scenes of daily life were represented only in the outer rooms.
Already in the late Third Dynasty, several changes began to take place in private tombs. In the substructure, the storerooms and portcullis stones disappeared, and the suite of rooms at the end of the corridor was replaced by a single room with no domestic features (see fig. 6a ). By the Fourth Dynasty, the superstructures of private tombs had also become considerably simpler. Although they retained the rectangular shape, north-south orientation, and often the cruciform chapel, niched facades became extremely rare and the approach to the cult place was either direct or through a simple exterior building. The plans were uniformly more open than those in the larger Third Dynasty tombs29 (see fig. 5b-c) .
The Fourth Dynasty private tombs at Meydum show a marked increase in decoration, often carved on a limestone facing that lined the cruciform chapels. Here, the commodities and equipment recorded in such loving detail by Hesy-Re's artists were reduced to compartmental lists. Most notable, however, was the inclusion of family members in tomb decoration. Couples often shared tombs, and sometimes appeared together in the table scene of the false doors, while their children were shown flanking the central niche. Husbands and wives of the period could also be represented together in statuary on the same scale. The quantity of wall decoration was sharply (and temporarily) curtailed in the reign of Khufu. where it was replaced by finely painted slab stelas and mastabas built entirely of stone, but the occasional occurrence of family members along with the male tomb owner continued, especially as the decoration began to increase in quantity again.
There is very little evidence of burial equipment from either the Fourth Dynasty or the period preceding, but it is very likely that burials during the Fourth Dynasty were considerably poorer than they had been previously. The substructures without storerooms provided space for only a limited amount of grave goods, and the disappearance of portcullis stones suggests that there was little to steal. Support for ing. This is also true of the Second and Third Dynasty complexes and enclosures at Saqqara (see fig. 7b ). Clearly none of these complexes were meant to attract casual tourists, and access was probably restricted to people who knew the layout well. This pattern of indirect access was even more noticeable in the plans of individual buildings in the Djoser complex ( fig. 8a-c 
Cemetery Organization
In addition to changes in the size, shape, contents, and orientation of royal tombs, the latter part of the Third Dynasty also marked a change in their location. The Umm el-Qab, in the desert west of Abydos, was a traditional royal cemetery even before the First Dynasty kings were buried there. Except for the surrounding subsidiary burials, it was exclusively royal; and whether or not these subsidiary burials were sacrificial, the people buried in them seem to have been relegated to the status of burial equipment, providing labor and companionship for the king just as servant models did in later periods. The last few kings of the Second Dynasty also built tombs at the Umm el-Qab, and possibly at the even older site of Hierakonpolis. Earlier Second Dynasty kings, however, were apparently buried at Saqqara, perhaps because of the presence of some favored deity or an illustrious ancestor in the non-royal cemetery there. It was to this newer royal cemetery that the Third Dynasty kings returned.
During most of this period, then, the kings built tombs away from their subjects, in special cemeteries where their ancestors had been buried. Even at Saqqara, which had originally been a private cemetery, a sharp dividing line marked by natural barriers was maintained between the royal sector to the south and the private sector to the north (see fig. 7b ). Despite the lack of space caused by the giant enclosures, later kings preferred to build in less desirable western areas, or to raze the superstructures of their predecessors, rather than build in the nonroyal cemetery to the north. Private individuals were equally restricted in siting their tombs. Increasingly, they expanded towards the west and towards Abu Sir to the north, but no tombs were built in the southern, exclusively royal, sector until the Fifth Dynasty. hind them to the west, moving ever westward as the prime areas on the escarpment itself became crowded. There was also an apparent tendency to move northward, away from the royal tombs that had begun to be built to the south, but this may be the result of uneven preservation and excavation.
In the Fourth Dynasty, high officials and members of the royal family seem to have abandoned this traditional cemetery to build their tombs in cemeteries near the royal tomb. At Meydum and Dahshur, these private "pyramid cemeteries" were located some distance from the royal tomb, at least as far as the distance between the royal and non-royal sectors at Saqqara (see fig. 10a ). The distance between the royal and private tombs decreased markedly at Giza (compare fig. 10b) ; but the novelty lay not in the proximity to the royal tomb, but in the dependence upon it. When royal tombs moved from Abydos to Saqqara and back again in the first two dynasties, the tombs of officials had remained at Saqqara without reference to the site of the royal tomb. (That both private and royal tombs at Saqqara tended to move westward was due to similar spatial constraints rather than any relationship.)
Under the new system, tomb builders were granted planned spaces in the new royal cemeteries surrounding the pyramid by the central authority, probably in proportion to some measure of their social rank and political importance. At Saqqara the private cemetery had been a homogeneous mix of tombs of officials, varying in size and jostling against one another in an effort to claim the most advantageous position. Now the private tombs were laid out in even rows, and fell into a uniform range of sizes. These tombs were not only associated with the royal tomb, but were to some extent dependent upon it, since the cemetery was clearly part of a large, planned mortuary landscape centered upon the pyramid. With their new privileged proximity to the royal tomb, paradoxically, the officials' tombs resembled nothing so much as the subsidiary graves around the First Dynasty royal tombs, tombs that had belonged to a far lower stratum of society. Unlike these earlier tombs, however, they occurred in clusters rather than rows.53
The location of royal and private tombs and the relationship between them clearly reflected a major social change towards the end of the Third Dynasty. The authority of ancestors, of historical family ties, and perhaps of tribal loyalties was weakened in both the royal and private spheres, and in the private sphere it seems to have been replaced by a greater dependence upon the power of the king. The new, independent position of royal tombs suggests that these kings no longer derived their power from their relationship to earlier kings; this source of authority may have been replaced by the new relationship of the individual kings to the sun god that has been postulated on the basis of the shape of their pyramids, and is made explicit in texts of the early Fourth Dynasty.
Conclusions
The changes described above, all of which occurred around the time of the beginning of the Fourth Dynasty, are summarized in Table 1 Labor for construction and access to royal crafts specialists for decorating the tombs may also have been centrally supplied. Furthermore, the proximity to the royal pyramid presumably conferred status, both during the lifetime of the officials and afterwards, enhancing their prospects of eternal life. In exchange for these benefits, the officials must have provided laborers, food, and other resources necessary to support the pyramid-building project. In this sense the spatial organization of the new pyramid cemeteries demonstrates not the dependence 55 Winfried Barta, Aufbau und Bedeutung der altdgyptischen Opferformel (Gluckstadt, 1968), 3.
One novel feature of Fourth Dynasty pyramid substructures between Snefru and Khafre that has not to my knowledge been noted previously is that a pyramid's entrance corridors first descend, then rise to reach the burial chamber. This pattern might be related to the setting and rising of the sun, although the axis is north-south rather than west-east. , 1989) , 79, has argued that no Tura limestone was used in private tombs at Giza after the Fourth Dynasty, in other words, after the completion of the royal pyramids for which Tura limestone was brought. of the officials on the king, but the dependenceto his tomb and his name, while simultaneously increasing the value of that access by the very enhancement of power that it paid for. The building of larger pyramids thus provided Snefru and his successors with symbolic currency to pay for broader power and central control.
The underlying motivation for these changes probably again relates to the shift of focus from Horus to Re, as the divinity represented by the king. The sun that embodied Re was certainly more distant than the falcon Horus from the Egyptians, and arguably from the king (since the king was equated with Horus, but was only Re's son); yet the sun clearly had a greater involvement with their everyday lives than the falcon. The sun's light and warmth contrasted implicitly with the darkness and cold of its absence; it was surely seen as a universally beneficent force, rather than simply a powerful one. The sun's power influenced views of the afterlife, but it may also have inspired a new kind of relationship between the king and his people, in which he cared for them as well as ruling them.
The appearance of husbands, wives and children together in the relief decoration and statuary of Fourth Dynasty tombs may also be connected with the cult of Re, though more subtly. In royal iconography, the king's family first appeared together (albeit at radically different scales) in Djoser's temple to Re at Heliopolis63 (see fig. 11 ). The cult of Re at Heliopolis was a family cult, involving a genealogicallyrelated ennead; and the king's connection with Re also had a genealogical basis -he was Re's son. The growth of the importance of Re and his cult seems to have brought about a new stress on family, children, and posterity. (The 
